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O'Reilly Media. Paperback. Condition: New. 60 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.8in. x 0.4in.If you know
how to use JavaScript in the browser, you already have the skills you need to put JavaScript to
work on back-end servers with Node. This hands-on book shows you how to use this popular
JavaScript platform to create simple server applications, communicate with the client, build
dynamic pages, work with data, and tackle other tasks. Although Node has a complete library of
developer-contributed modules to automate server-side development, this book will show you how
to program with Node on your own, so you truly understand the platform. Discover firsthand how
well Node works as a web server, and how easy it is to learn and use. Set up Node and learn how to
build scaffolding for a web applicationWork with Node natively to see how it functions as a web
serverUnderstand how Node receives client data from GET and POST requestsUse the Socket. IO
module to facilitate realtime client-server communicationChoose from among several Node
templates to create dynamic pagesLearn how to connect to a database, and store data in
filesImplement the Model-View-Controller pattern, and share Node modules with server and client
This item ships from...
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This published pdf is fantastic. It really is rally fascinating throgh studying time period. I am just very happy to inform you that this is actually the greatest
publication i actually have read within my own lifestyle and could be he best ebook for actually.
-- Noem ie Hya tt-- Noem ie Hya tt

Simply no phrases to describe. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. Your lifestyle period will probably be transform the instant you
complete reading this article book.
-- Rowla nd B a uch-- Rowla nd B a uch
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